
FITTING GUIDE

HOW TO CHOOSE A CUSTOM RECEIVER HARD SPECIAL EAR-TIP IN 
COMPASS GPS

INTRODUCTION

Widex introduces EASYWEAR - a unique wire and  
receiver ear-tip solution. EASYWEAR includes new 
Wired RIC receivers and custom hard special ear-tips – 
both the custom receiver hard modular ear-tip and the 
custom receiver hard embedded ear-tip. EASYWEAR is 
compatible with WIDEX DREAM, CLEAR and SUPER. 

The acoustic performance of the Wired RIC S-, M- and 
P-receivers corresponds to that of the current S-, M- 
and P-receivers. You just have to select one of the cur-
rent RIC receivers in COMPASS GPS corresponding to 
the Wired RIC receiver you wish to fit. 

This fitting guide concerns the Selection window in 
COMPASS GPS when fitting a DREAM hearing aid with 
a custom hard special ear-tip.

HOW TO SELECT A DREAM HEARING AID WITH A 
CUSTOM HARD SPECIAL EAR-TIP

1. Use the drop-down list under “Series” to select a 
DREAM hearing aid in one of the performance lev-
els 440, 330, 220 or 110. 

2. At the bottom of the window you can see the dif-
ferent models in the specific performance level that 
you have selected. You can choose a DREAM PAS-
SION or a DREAM FUSION when fitting a DREAM 
hearing aid with a custom hard special ear-tip. 

Under the DREAM series you can find the different models. In 
this example DREAM FUSION is selected.
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You can also mark some of the check boxes according 
to the wishes of the hearing aid user to customize the 
view of the hearing aids available. In this case, choose 
the RIC/RITE check box.

HP-RECEIVER

3b. Choose ‘RITE HP’ via the drop-down list in the Se-
lection theme. Please take care not to choose the 
‘wired RITE HP’.

4b. To fit the hearing aid with a custom hard special 
ear-tip you have to choose a ‘Regular - Custom 
hard earmould’.

5b. Define the size of the vent.

Use the drop-down lists to define the RITE receiver, ear-tip/ear-
mould and vent size.

HOW TO CHOOSE A CUSTOM HARD SPECIAL EAR-TIP

S-, M- OR P-RECEIVER 

3a. Choose the receiver type (S, M or P) via the drop-
down list in the Selection theme. The acoustic per-
formance of the Wired RIC receivers corresponds 
to that of the current S-, M- and P-receivers. 

4a. To fit the DREAM hearing aid with a custom hard 
special ear-tip you have to choose a ‘Custom hard 
ear-tip’.

5a. Define the size of the vent.

Use the drop-down lists to define the RIC receiver, ear-tip/ear-
mould and vent size.

Marking the RIC/RITE check box can help you to see the DREAM 
RIC/RITE hearing aids available.

Depending on the receiver type, you have to define the ear-set in one of the following two ways:
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ACCURATE FITTING IN COMPASS GPS

6. We strongly recommend that you make the in-situ 
measurements such as the feedback test and the 
Expanded Sensogram to ensure a better and more 
accurate fitting.

The Expanded Sensogram in COMPASS is one of the important 
in-situ measurements you should make.

SELECTING A SUPER HEARING AID WITH A CUSTOM HARD SPECIAL EAR-TIP

If you are fitting a WIDEX SUPER with a custom hard special ear-tip in Compass V5.6, you choose an SP-receiver and ‘Wire reg. hard’ 
or a P-receiver and ‘Wire flex’ in the drop-down lists under Receiver and Acoustic identity.

SELECTING A WIDEX CLEAR HEARING AID WITH A CUSTOM HARD SPECIAL EAR-TIP

If you are fitting a CLEAR PASSION or CLEAR FUSION with a custom hard special ear-tip, you define the receiver type and the acous-
tic identity in Compass V5.6. If using an S-, M- or P-receiver, you choose ‘Wire flex’ as acoustic identity. If using a HP-receiver, you 
choose ‘Wire reg. hard’.

7. If the hearing aid user is not quite satisfied with the 
sound from the hearing aid, you can go to the So-
lution Guide to get suggestions for fine-tuning the 
hearing aid.
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By choosing Widex hearing aids, 
you are choosing products from a 
company that has been WindMade 
certified. WindMade is the first global 
consumer label identifying companies 
that use wind power. 

WIDEX and EASYWEAR are trademarks of Widex A/S.
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